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Songs so attention-getting they'll stay lodged in your head for days. Guitars and harmonies...with

overbold lyrics. 12 MP3 Songs POP: Power Pop, Rock Modernistic Rock Creatures of Bread  Wine

Songs Details: Admiral Twin's up-to-the-minute CD, Creatures of Bread  Wine, once again showcases

this Oklahoma-based pop-rock trio's awe-inspiring knack for consistently attention-getting, intelligent

songwriting, as well as rock solid musicianship and stellar harmonies. Their 12-track release is "a spirited

blast of freshly honed pop that is witty and multi-faceted," says Bruce Brodeen of Not Lame Records. Rob

Fornoy of MaxxPop Magazine calls the CD "a thoroughly original and seamless blend of fresh, punchy

pop fused with good ol' rock'n'roll power. Admiral Twin's music is simply unlike anything else out there in

the music scene today." Formed in 1996, Admiral Twin has released five CDs to date, including 2000's

critically praised Mock Heroic on Mojo/Universal Records, produced by Gavin MacKillop (The Church,

The Rembrandts). They have played sold-out arena shows with the likes of Hanson, Fastball, Everlast,

Echo and the Bunnymen, The Spin Doctors and Joan Jett. To date, the band has performed for well over

500,000 concert-goers all across North America. Their music has been featured in the Warner Bros.

motion picture The In Crowd and the hit television series Blind Date. The band has a nationally

established fanbase and enjoys considerable support from their hometown. Admiral Twin has been

nominated for the honor of Best Pop Act yet again this year in the upcoming Tulsa World Spotnik Awards.

They've taken the honor for the past three years in this hotly contested annual readers' poll. Nationally,

Creatures of Bread  Wine is already drawing advanced praise as the band's finest release to date. Jer

Fairall of Tone and Groove calls the music "soaring," "expansive," and "a revelation," while Joe Felzke of

Urban Tulsa Weekly raves "this is Admiral Twin passionately and snappily taking pop music through a

big, shimmering workout of infectious rhythms and delicious guitars. Their feel is as its most energetic,
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and the sound of the album is pristine as well as raw. The tunes are just plain fun."
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